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ABSTRACT. Components and systems of the wireless local area networks are presented in the study.
Most common threats related to the use of the wireless local area networks are described. In order to
increase the safety of routing in the wireless local area network a new method is elaborated. The
wireless local area network is presented schematically where certain connections between the
authentication server and network devices are used. © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The wireless local area networks fully satisfy the

requirements, which are set towards the wireless con-

nections for provision of communication within the

building. The wireless local networks consist of the

same components as the traditional local wire ethernet

networks, and their protocols are similar to the

Ethernet protocols. The difference is only that at ar-

rangement of the local area networks, it is not neces-

sary to use the wires. The users of the wireless local

area networks work with many devices – PC, note-
books etc. Usage of wireless local area networks for

interconnection of devices is effective for the PC

because it excludes the necessity of laying the wires.

The main components of the wireless local area net-

works are: radio card of the network interface, access

points, routers and transponder. Radio card of the

network interface is realized at 802.11 standards.

These radio-boards work at one physical level –
802.11a or 802.11b/g. The radio card which is com-

patible with the wireless local area network will real-

ize the version of the standard.  The radio-boards of

the wireless local area network, which provide and

realize different versions of the mentioned standard

and have high level capacity of interaction, become

more and more distributed.

The access point consists of the radio card and

provides connection between the certain user de-

vice and wire board of the network interface, which

provides the interaction of the distributed system,

such as Ethernet. System software of the access
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points conditions the interaction between the parts
of the wireless local area network and distributive
system of the access points. It differentiates the ac-
cess points by the management quality and safety
functions.

Router, as the name shows, sends information
packets from one network to another, and select the
next best channel in the nearest point to the trans-
mission packet. The routers use the titles of Internet
Protocol (Internet Protocol, IP) packets and routing
tables. Also, they use the internal Protocols to define
the best route for transmission of each packet. The
router of the wireless local area network enables the
Ethernet multiport router to function as built-in ac-
cess point allowing combination of the Ethernet and
wireless networks. The typical router of the wireless
local area network has 4 ports, therefore it can func-
tion as a server printer. All above mentioned allows
the wireless network users to receive and send pack-
ets to multiwire networks as if they are connected to
one of them [1].

The routers use the Network Address Transla-
tion (NAT), which allows number of networking de-
vices simultaneously to use one IP address, pre-
sented by the Internet Service Provider (ISP). The
routers also use the dynamic host configuration pro-
tocol (DHCP) for services of all devices, which can
give individual IP addresses to every device. NAT
and DHCP together enable several network devices
(such as PC, notebooks and printers) to work in
Internet by using one IP address.

To expand the range of action in the current infra-
structure, the transponder, simply regenerates the
signals which are distributed in the network. The
transponder of the wireless local area network does
not have a physical contact to any part of the net-
work. It receives the radio signals from the access
point and transmits the frames of received data re-
peatedly. All these, gives the opportunity to the trans-
ponder, which is located between the access point
and the remote user to function as frame retranslation
that transmits from user to the access point and vice-

versa. Therefore, wireless transponders are the ef-
fective solution for elimination of problems of signal
degradation due to the radio disturbances.

Safety is the issue of key importance for the
wireless local area networks, since the communi-
cation signals distributed in the environment are
available to be intercepted. Therefore, the compa-
nies and individual users must be aware of poten-
tial problems and take relevant measures. Any sys-
tem, which needs the protection, has its weak-
nesses and malfunction, which will be selected
partially or entirely as an object by the cyberpunk.
Accordingly, one of the approaches for creation
of the system security is to analyze those threats
and expected attacks the system faces, taking into
consideration that the system has failures. The
security mechanisms must provide the safety of
the system taking into consideration given threats,
attacks and malfunction [2].

For instance, any intruder, using different soft-
ware facilities, can easily find the unsecured packets
of the wireless network and fully open the data ex-
isted in it. For example, unauthorized persons, being
in distance of several hundred meters from the build-
ing, where the wireless local area network functions,
are able to find all transactions that are made in the
part of wireless network. The main risk is that via
attacks, someone can obtain such important infor-
mation as names and passwords of users, numbers
of credit-cards etc.

Similarly, any person who is near the building is
able, without any effort to monitor the systems within
the wireless local network, if the preliminary safety
measures have not been taken. E.g. anyone, in the
vehicle nearby the building, is able to connect to one
of the base stations located in the building. If the
necessary safety measures have not been taken, such
person is able to access the server and systems which
terminate in the corporate network. Unfortunately,
most of the companies, when arranging the wireless
local network, use the default configuration of the
base stations and cannot provide the necessary safety
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measures which can predefine the smooth interac-
tion of the systems with server.

Frequently, when the security mechanisms are in
action, the existed risk is the ability of switching the
roguery access point. Such access point is deemed
as unauthorized access point, connected to the net-
work. For instance, any person from staff may pur-
chase the access point and without consideration of
safety measures install it in his/her office. Also, the
hacker can install the access point in the building
and connect the unsecured access point to the cor-
porate network, intentionally. In the roguery access
point, as a rule, there is no encoding system acti-
vated. Therefore, it is an open door for everyone
who intends to have the access to the corporate net-
work from outside of the building. So, the companies
must always check the presence of roguery access
points. This is a topical problem, even if the wireless
network is installed because somebody can connect
the roguery access point to the wired network.

By using the authentication and encryption
mechanisms, the security of the wireless network is
increasing, but the experienced hackers find the weak-
nesses because they know how the network protocols
work. Especially dangerous is the “man-in-the-mid-
dle attacks”. The hacker places the fictive devices
between the legal user and wireless network. For ex-
ample, at standard “man-in-the-middle” attack, the
address resolution protocol ARP is used, which is
used in all TCP/IP (transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol) networks. Hacker, having the soft-
ware means, is able to control the wireless network.

“Denial of Service”, DoS – is the attack, which
makes the wireless network useless or its operation
is blocked. All those who arrange the wireless net-
work will consider possibility of such attack. It is
necessary to think over the situation when the net-
work becomes inaccessible for unlimited time. The
severity of the DoS attack depends on the results of
the wireless network disabling. In difference with or-
dinary networks, there are more risks of attacks in the
wireless local networks, caused by the following rea-

sons: there is no filter in the wireless networks, which
may be used for protection against the attacks; there
is no server, which has the increased reliability; the
wireless networks are characterized with permanent
motion of objects and in addition, there are no physi-
cal channels, because of the absence of such chan-
nels, information is transmitted ethereal, which is also
threat because the attacks start from the eavesdrop-
ping of the channels. Due to the abovementioned, in
order to increase the security of the routing in the
wireless local area network, a new method is elabo-
rated. It is necessary to use the authentication server,
by which the processes of connection among the
network devices will be monitored and entered into
the database. It is also necessary to use the double-
sided authentication between the network devices,
which provides the solution of many problems, re-
lated to the safety. During the double-sided authen-
tication, the wireless user and wireless network con-
firm their identity to each other.

In private companies and enterprises, the wire-
less local area network will consist of several access
points and wire routers. Combination of the access
point and wire router can change the wireless local
area network router and it is a less expensive solu-
tion than purchase of the wireless local network
router. It is also necessary that several wireless users
(PCs or notebooks) to be connected to any certain
access points and in no case, random finding of the
access points at information transmission. In addi-
tion, the IP address for all network devices should be
designated individually by the administrator and in
no case to submit, the IP address randomly to the
users of the local network via DHCP protocol (Fig 1).

Most frequently, the wireless local area networks
are created in accordance with 802.11 standards. IEEE
802.11 standard describes general management pro-
tocol in the transmission area (Media Access Con-
trol, MAC) and several physical levels of the wire-
less local networks. The working group developing
the IEEE 802.11 standard actively works for improve-
ment of features and safety of the wireless local net-
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works. Each network device has its unique MAC

address and by checking the MAC and IP addresses,

before information transmission, for identification of

the devices, the double-sided authentication should

be made.

Let us introduce the symbols. Let P
{i}

 be the set

of users and W
{j}

 the set of  access points.

1,i n   and 1,j m ,

where, n – is the number of users in the control zone,
and m - is the number of access points.

For each set introduce the status P
{i}Status

  and

W
{j}Status.

If P
{i}Status

 =1, the user checks the identity of the

access point, if P
{i}Status

 =2, the authentication is made

successfully if P
{i}Status

 =0, the authentication is un-

successful and the connection is interrupted.

Similarly, if W
{j}Status

.=1, the access point checks

the identity of user, if W
{j}Status

.=2, the authentication

is made successfully if W
{j}Status

.=0, the authentication

is unsuccessful and the connection is interrupted.

For each user the MAC address of the access

point to be connected is defined.

For beginning P
{i}Status

=1

If P
{i} MAC

= W
{j} MAC,

 then P
{i} Status

=2;

If P
{i}MAC

*W
{j} MAC

, then P
{i}Status

=0

i=i+1;   j=j+1

Where, P
{i}MAC

 is the MAC address of the access

point defined for the user, and W
{j} MAC

is the MAC

Address of the access point.

For beginning W
{i}Status

=1

If W
{i}IP

= P
{j}IP

, then W
{i} Status

=2;

if W
{i}IP

* P
{j}IP

, then W
{i}Status

=0

i=i+1;   j=j+1

Fig. 1. Wireless local area network, where the authentication server and certain connections are used.
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In the mentioned processes if any of the network
device try to change its MAC and IP address, or new
address detected, authentication server will take the
relevant measures and disconnect the network de-
vice from the network and notifies the network ad-
ministrator about it.

After successful implementation of double-sided
authentication, the information will be transmitted.
However, before transmission, user’s switch (PC or
notebook) will get the access to media or we will
introduce the distributive function of coordination.
Support of the mentioned mode is necessary because
it provides various accesses to the essential control
and eliminates the collision. During the work of the
distributive function of coordination, the stations
come into competition for access to environment and
try to transmit the information, the rest of them wait
for the channel release.

For access to the environment, the station checks
the value of network distribution vector (N), which is
the counter placed on all stations, the value of which
corresponds to the time for transmission of the pre-
vious information frame. Before the frame is transmit-
ted, according to its volume, the station counts the
time necessary for transmission and speed of data
transmission in the network. The station places the
values at the top of the frame. When the station re-
ceives the frame, it checks the value and uses it as a
basis for its N. Through this process, the backup of
the environment used by the transmission station is
ensured. The main aspect of this mode is the back-
ward timer, which is used by the station if the trans-
mission environment is busy. When the channel is
used by other station, the station that needs trans-
mission will standby during the certain time, and then
try again to get access to the environment. There-
fore, it will exclude the situation when several sta-
tions start the data transmission simultaneously. The
backward timer significantly decreases the collisions
and number of repeated transmission, especially
when the number of active users is large.

When using the local area networks, which is

based on the radio channels, during the data trans-
mission, the transmission station is not able to de-
tect the occurrence of collision in the environment
because it has no ability to use the receiver during
the data transmission. Therefore, the receiver station
should send the confirmation that it has not detected
the error in the received frame. If the transmission
station does not receive the confirmation, it decides
that the collision occurred or the frame was damaged
due to the radio interference and transmits repeat-
edly. By the initiative of the administrator or in auto-
mated mode with automated system it is necessary
to scan the network periodically, which reveals the
drawback of the network and logic and structured
process of the security monitoring is performed. Net-
work scanning gives the opportunity to organize the
inspection of the computer network of any size and
the process of information collection. During the
scanning process it is possible to scan both indi-
vidual IP address and all IP addresses, as well as, to
scan with indication of certain interval [3].

During the scanning process it is possible to con-
trol the entire process and individual hosts (IP ad-
dresses). During the process it is possible to sus-
pend or terminate the scanning process of all or se-
lected hosts. After the scanning process is completed,
it is possible to save the results of the process in the
special database, with indication of the date and time,
which may be recalled at any time. Also, it is possible
to make reports at any time. All results will be re-

Fig. 2. Result of the Network Scanning
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flected in the special panel. All results of scanning
are imaged with different colors, according to which
the level of drawback can be evaluated at first glance
(Fig. 2).

If there is much “red color” in the markings of
different colors – it is bad, much “yellow” – not so
bad and much ‘green” – practically normal. The best
result is when there are no colored markings.

The markings are presented quite clearly; the
“scanning tree” has three levels (host-port-draw-
back). If the service has a serious drawback, then its
icon is red and accordingly, the icon of its corre-
sponding host will be red, also.

At final phase the network administrator will make
the relevant response based on the results of scan-
ning.

Security is the most important issue for wireless
local area network, because widespread
communicational signals in environment are avail-
able for everyone. Therefore, companies and indi-
vidual users must recognize potentially existing prob-
lems and take proper measures to ensure the system
safety. Any system that needs protection has weak-
nesses and failures, and all these must inevitably be
considered for proper operation of the system and
avoid the expected dangers in future.

informatika

usadeno lokaluri qselebis usafrTxoebis
monitoringis logikuri da struqturirebuli
procesis avtomatizebuli daproeqteba
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